Abstract—Three generations of Alpha microprocessors have been designed using a proven custom design methodology. The performance of these microprocessors was optimized by focusing on high-frequency design. The Alpha instruction set architecture facilitates high clock speed, and the chip organization for each generation was carefully chosen to meet critical paths. Digital has developed six generations of CMOS technology optimized for high-frequency design. Complex circuit styles were used extensively to meet aggressive cycle time goals. CAD tools were developed internally to support these designs. This paper discusses some of the technologies that have enabled Alpha microprocessors to achieve high performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital introduced the Alpha 21064 in 1992, the highest performance microprocessor in the industry at that time [1]. Digital has delivered three generations of high-performance Alpha microprocessors through process advancements, architectural improvements, and aggressive circuit design techniques. Fig. 1 shows the integer performance of the 21064 and 21164 as a function of time. Over the last five years, the clock frequency of the Alpha microprocessor has increased from 150 to 600 MHz. The 21264, the third-generation Alpha, has been designed to operate at 600 MHz with improved performance over the 21164 [2]. Table I contains the key features for each of these microprocessors.

The 21064 (Fig. 2) was the first implementation of the Alpha architecture. It was designed to operate at 200 MHz in a 0.75-μm n-well CMOS process, allowing for roughly 16 gate delays per cycle including latching. Power dissipation is 30 W from a 3.3-V power supply at 200 MHz. The die measures 2.3 cm², and contains 1.68 million transistors, half of which are dedicated to noncache logic.

The second-generation Alpha microprocessor, the 21164 (Fig. 3), is fabricated in a 0.5-μm n-well CMOS process [3]. It was designed to operate at 300 MHz using a 3.3-V supply, and it dissipates 50 W. The number of gate delays per cycle was reduced from 16 to 14 on this design to provide an additional 10% reduction in cycle time relative to the previous design. A nominal supply voltage of 2.2 V is used to limit power dissipation to an estimated 72 W, but the design and process can operate reliably up to 2.5 V. The die is 3.0 cm², and contains 9.3 million transistors. The noncache transistor count is tripled from the previous generation design to 2.5 million. Although originally designed to operate at 300 MHz, migration of this design to a 0.35-μm process has increased the operating frequency to 600 MHz.

The 21264 (Fig. 4) is the third-generation Alpha microprocessor. It is designed in a 0.35-μm n-well CMOS process, and is targeted to operate at 600 MHz. The number of gate delays per cycle has been further reduced to 12, again providing an additional 10% reduction in cycle time relative to the previous design. A nominal supply voltage of 2.2 V is used to limit power dissipation to an estimated 72 W, but the design and process can operate reliably up to 2.5 V. The die is 3.1 cm², and contains 15.2 million transistors. The noncache transistor count is more than double that of the 21164.

To achieve high performance without impacting time-to-market, a careful balance among microarchitectural features, process complexity, and circuit design style was required on each of these microprocessors. The use of high-performance circuit design techniques required the development of many custom CAD tools, and added to the complexity of the circuit verification task.
II. ARCHITECTURE

The Alpha instruction set architecture is a true 64-bit load/store RISC architecture designed with emphasis on high clock speed and multiple instruction issue [4]. Fixed-length instructions, minimal instruction ordering constraints, and 64-bit data manipulation allow for straightforward instruction decode and a clean microarchitectural design. The architecture does not contain condition codes, branch delay slots, adaptations from existing 32-bit architectures, and other bits of architectural history that can add complexity. The chip organization for each generation was carefully chosen to gain the most advantage from microarchitectural features while maintaining the ability to meet critical circuit paths.

The 21064 is a fully pipelined in-order execution machine capable of issuing two instructions per clock cycle. It contains one pipelined integer execution unit and one pipelined floating-point execution unit. Integer instruction latency is one or two cycles, except for multiplies which are not pipelined. Floating-point instruction latency is six cycles for all instructions except for divides. The chip includes an 8-kB instruction cache and an 8-kB data cache. The emphasis of this design was to gain performance through clock rate while keeping the architecture relatively simple. Subsequent designs rely more heavily on aggressive architectural enhancements to further increase performance.

The quad-issue, in order execution implementation of the 21164 was more complex than the 21064, but simpler than an out-of-order execution implementation [5]. It contains two pipelined integer execution units and two pipelined floating-point execution units. The first-level cache was changed to nonblocking. A second-level 96-kB unified I and D cache was added on-chip to improve memory latency without adding excessive complexity. Integer latency was reduced to one cycle for all instructions, and was roughly halved for all MUL instructions. The floating-point unit contains separate add and multiply pipelines, each with a four-cycle latency [6]. Floating-point divide latency is reduced by 50%.

The trend of increased architectural complexity continues with Digital’s latest Alpha microprocessor. The 21264 gains...
significant performance from six-way-issue and out-of-order execution. It contains four integer execution units and two floating-point execution units. The size of the $L_1$ instruction and data caches was increased from 8 to 64 kB, eliminating the need for an on-chip $L_2$ cache. Integer multiply latency was reduced and full pipelining improved throughout. The floating-point latency remained at four cycles, but the divide latency was reduced by another 50%. In addition, the ISA was extended to include square root and to support multimedia instructions.

Despite the added architectural complexity, clock frequencies have continued to improve due to circuit design enhancements and advances in process technology.

### III. TECHNOLOGY

Digital Semiconductor has developed six generations of CMOS process technology, with a new technology for each major microprocessor design. The microprocessor design occurs in parallel with the development of the manufacturing process. Therefore, close cooperation is required between the process development and microprocessor design teams to perform this concurrent design and ensure optimum chip performance. Table II highlights the key features of the three process technologies used to produce these three microprocessors. The processes were optimized for high-frequency microprocessor design. In particular, emphasis is placed on low $V_T$'s and very short $L_{	ext{eff}}$'s which increase drive current at the cost of higher leakage.

Close interaction between the circuit design team and the process development team also results in the following benefits.

1) Early process information and timely updates of technology parameters are provided to the design teams, allowing circuit design to start before the process is fully defined.

2) Early design work provides valuable feedback to the process team to ensure that target process performance is met.

3) Major process features such as number of interconnect layers, interconnect pitch, and device characteristics are managed in the context of the overall chip design.

4) The design of critical structures such as RAM arrays and data paths can be optimized through process and circuit design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Size (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel $L_{	ext{eff}}$ (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Oxide (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_T/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1 thick/pitch (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 thick/pitch (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Plane 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 thick/pitch (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 thick/pitch (μm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Plane 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN

Advanced process technologies have allowed the Alpha microprocessor designers to increase performance on each new generation chip through two means, better electrical properties and higher densities. First, scaling the physical dimensions of the transistors and interconnect has reduced the nodal...

5) Scaling issues for future process shrinks may be uncovered.

**A. Definition of Design Rules**

One of the key areas where close collaboration is required between design and process development teams is the definition of layout design rules. Aggressive design rules can result in increased circuit density, and can potentially improve overall chip performance. However, design rules that are too aggressive will complicate manufacturing, and may impact yield. On the other hand, slack design rules may result in increased die size, resulting in increased distances between critical structures. This increased distance results in higher capacitance, larger $RC$ routing delays, and lower chip performance.

Often, the process team can be more aggressive if limits are placed not only on the minimum widths and spaces of structures, but also on the maximum widths and spaces. The 21264 implements metal fillers to limit the maximum spacing between adjacent lines. The fill metal is automatically placed in the design and tied to $V_{	ext{DD}}$ or $V_{	ext{SS}}$. For large areas of fill metal, stress relief holes are automatically placed in the fill pattern. Metal fill may increase the capacitance of nearby signal lines, but they also result in improved interlayer dielectric uniformity. The improved uniformity allows the process to be targeted more aggressively. Fig. 5 shows filler polygons inserted in the gaps between widely spaced lines.
capacitance, and has allowed the circuit speed to increase proportionally with the inverse of the technology physical scale factor. Second, the reduced size of the devices and interconnect have enabled designs to double the amount of circuitry that can be implemented in the same die size. The increase in circuit area is inversely proportional to the square of the technology scaling.

A primary objective of each new microprocessor development has been to further increase the performance of each generation of microprocessor by increasing the clock frequency by an amount greater than the above-mentioned process scaling factor. This has been achieved through the use of sophisticated circuit design techniques.

Full-custom circuit design methodologies have been used universally by the microprocessor design teams. All circuits are designed at the transistor level, and are uniquely sized to meet speed and area goals. Custom layout design techniques are used to optimize parasitic capacitance for all circuits. Automatic synthesis approaches for logic and circuit design have been used for fewer than 10% of the circuits.

The use of a full-custom design methodology gives the designer flexibility. The Alpha microprocessors have been implemented with a wide range of circuit styles including conventional complementary CMOS logic, single- and dual-rail dynamic logic, cascode logic pass transistor logic, and ratioed static logic [7].

Dynamic circuits are one of the most commonly used circuit styles, and are present in both data path and random control structures. Dynamic logic has many advantages, but it requires careful analysis to ensure functionality. Fig. 6 shows a simple dynamic domino gate. Dynamic gates allow wide OR structures to be implemented in a single gate which otherwise would require many levels of complementary logic. Dynamic gates are also faster than their complementary gate equivalents for several reasons. First, eliminating the PMOS transistor network reduces both the gate fan-in and fan-out capacitance. Second, the switching point of the dynamic gate is set by the NMOS device threshold voltage. If the timing of the inputs is such that they are not asserted until after the precharge clock has been deasserted, there is no crossover current during the output transition. Finally, removing the PMOS transistor network reduces the layout area, which results in lower interconnect capacitance, further increasing the speed of the circuit. However, dynamic circuits are very sensitive to noise, and require very careful design and extensive verification to ensure functionality. Much of this verification has been automated, and will be discussed in the CAD tool section of this paper.

Another circuit style that is widely used in the microprocessors is dual-rail cascode logic [8]. A simple gate is shown in Fig. 7. Like dynamic logic, cascode logic has been used in both data path and random control logic areas. It has many of the same advantages that dynamic logic possesses over complementary CMOS. The fan-in and fan-out capacitance are both lower, thus reducing delay. Large complex functions such as multiplexers and XOR gates can be easily implemented in a single cascode gate with both true and complement outputs. Finally, a latch function can easily be constructed with the addition of one pair of transistors (see Fig. 7).

A. Power Dissipation and Supply Distribution

Power consumption has been an important design constraint for the Alpha microprocessor designers. Fig. 8 shows the average power dissipation, process technology, and nominal supply voltage for the first three Alpha microprocessor designs. The graph clearly illustrates a steady increase in power despite the use of advanced technologies and scaled power supply voltages. This increase in power has resulted from a number of factors. First, more complex architectural features have been included into the design of each generation microprocessor. Second, the use of sophisticated circuit techniques has allowed clock frequencies to increase faster than pure process scaling would have provided. Third, aggressive transistor design (high \( I_{diss} \)) has increased the magnitude of subthreshold leakage significantly. Finally, improvements in compiler and software technologies have increased the switching activity within the microprocessor.
Power supply scaling has been an important lever to slowing the rise in power consumption. However, if current rather than power is considered, a much more disturbing trend is seen (see Fig. 9). Supply current is roughly doubling with each new generation. The problem of on-chip power distribution is increasing with each generation microprocessor. A design goal has been to limit the combination of dc IR drops and inductive ringing on the chip to 10% of the total supply voltage. As a side effect of scaling to achieve lower power levels, the amount of acceptable power supply noise is also reduced. Therefore, each generation of microprocessor has required additional process options to be added to each technology generation to lower the power supply impedance.

In CMOS logic, circuit speed is directly related to supply voltage. Therefore, in order to achieve high clock frequencies, the power supply networks must be designed to supply the required current with minimal IR drops. The 21064 consumed 30 W, and is fabricated in a 0.75-μm process. Distributing the necessary supply current across the 2.3-cm² die, with an acceptable IR drop, would not have been possible using the existing two-level metal process. Therefore a third, low-resistance aluminum interconnect layer was added to the process. Adding layers to a fabrication process increases the cost of the die both through extra masking steps and reduction in yield. Therefore, relatively large minimum geometries were selected for the third metal layer to minimize yield impact. This new layer was used mainly for power, ground, and clock distribution.

\( V_{dd} \) and \( V_{ss} \) M3 lines were alternated to form two interleaved combs as shown in Fig. 10. To further reduce the effective resistance of the power grid, the M3 lines were routed with a pitch of 15 μm or about twice the process minimum. The second metal layer (M2) was used to strap together the M3 lines, forming a grid for power, ground, and clock. One disadvantage of this power-routing scheme is that the \( V_{dd} \) and \( V_{ss} \) bond pads on the left and right sides of the die are connected to the grid using the higher resistance M2.

The 21164 consumed nearly twice the power of the 21064. The M2/M3 grid structure used on the 21064 was not adequate to meet the 21164 power requirements. Additionally, reliability concerns in connecting \( V_{dd} \) and \( V_{ss} \) to M3 would have required dedicating all of the bond pads on two sides of the chip to power and ground. The floor plan constraints of this bond pad allocation would have significantly complicated chip layout. Therefore, a fourth layer (M4) of aluminum interconnect was added to the new 0.5-μm process. M4 was routed perpendicular to the M3 to form a two-dimensional (2-D) grid of \( V_{dd} \) and \( V_{ss} \) as shown in Fig. 11. A CAD tool was used to automatically contact the intersections between M3 and M4 with a maximum number of contacts. The 2-D grid allowed for bond pads on all four sides of the die to contribute to supplying the current demand of the 21164. The M3 and M4 routing layers were also used to rout a limited number of global signals and for clock distribution.

The power dissipation on the 21264 increased to 72 W despite a reduction from 3.3 to 2.2 V, increasing the supply current to 33 A. In addition, conditional clocking exaggerates the cycle-to-cycle current variation causing a maximum delta-\( I_{dd} \) of 25 A between adjacent cycles. As a result, the two-dimensional grid used on the 21164 was no longer sufficient.

In order to meet the very large cycle-to-cycle current variations, two thick low-resistance aluminum reference planes were added to the process. Reference plane 1, tied to \( V_{ss} \), was added between M2 and M3. Reference plane 2 was added above M4, and is connected to \( V_{dd} \). Fig. 12 provides a cross section of the metallization and power routing of the 21264. Contacting the reference planes to adjacent layers was automated.

The use of planes has several beneficial effects. Nearly the entire die area is available for power distribution. Second, the
lower reference plane inductively and capacitively decouples M2 from M3 signal lines. This reduces on-chip crosstalk and simplifies CAD tool parasitic extraction. Finally, solid planes provide excellent current return paths which minimize inductive noise caused by signal-switching events [9].

The additional metal layers significantly improve the power distribution on the chips, and help to reduce the voltage loss in the center of the die due to dc IR drop. However, the high clock frequencies of these microprocessors result in large fluctuations in $I_{dd}$ current. This current must be supplied through the package lead and bond wire inductance, and which results in power supply noise on chip. On-chip decoupling capacitance is implemented to help reduce this noise.

The power supply is decoupled using the gate oxide of NMOS transistors to form a capacitor. This type of structure was chosen as it provides the highest efficiency in capacitance per unit area without introducing additional process steps. The capacitor design provides a low-impedance path to the $V_{ss}$ terminal, improving the bandwidth of the capacitor enough to efficiently decouple high-frequency noise on the power grids. A decoupling capacitor standard cell was designed and automatically placed in the chip. Whenever possible, the capacitor was placed in vacant areas of the chip where it did not impact die area, e.g., underneath global metal 1 buses. However, in areas close to the clock generators, it was required to dedicate die area to decoupling capacitance to supply the large clock switching currents. In total, 15–20% of the die area is used for decoupling.

The 21264's conditionally clocking scheme and the superscalar architecture of the microprocessor exaggerated the data and program dependencies that result in large variations in supply current. For the 21264, it was not possible to integrate enough decoupling capacitor on chip to manage this noise. Therefore, an additional source of decoupling was added to the chip and package network. A 1-$\mu$F 2-cm$^2$ wirebond attached chip capacitor (or WACC), implemented as a p-type accumulation mode MOS capacitor, was bonded on top of the microprocessor die [3]. This silicon capacitor helped control power supply noise.

B. Clock Distribution

The high frequencies of the Alpha microprocessors have required the generation and distribution of a very high-quality clock signal and the use of fast (low-latency) latches. The primary objective of the clock system is to not limit the performance of the microprocessor. Uncertainties in clock edges resulting from power supply noise, process variation, and interconnect $RC$ delay lower the maximum clock frequency of the microprocessor. In addition, slow clock edges introduce uncertainties in latch timing which further limit performance and can lead to functional failures due to latch race-through.

The 21064 uses a two-phase single wire clocking scheme. The driver is located in the center of the die as shown in Fig. 13(a). The final clock load was 3.5 nF, and it required a final driver with a gate length of 35 cm. To handle the large $di/dt$ transient currents in the power grid when the clock driver switched, on-chip decoupling structures (NMOS transistor with the gate tied to $V_{dd}$ and the source and drain tied to ground) were placed around the clock driver. Roughly 10% of the chip area was allocated to decoupling capacitance. Fig. 14 shows the results of the 21064 clock skew analysis.

Fig. 15 shows the approximate power breakdown of the first two microprocessors. Since the main clock drivers consumed 40% of the chip power, thermal management was a major concern. Fig. 16 shows that the temperature of the main clock driver is elevated about 30$^\circ$C relative to the rest of the die. The elevated temperature in the clock driver area reduces the performance of the clock drivers and other local logic, directly impacting performance.

The primary goals of the 21164 clock design were to reduce the clock skew by 30% and to reduce the thermal gradients.
Fig. 13(b) illustrates the location of the main clock drivers on the 21164. The main clock driver is split into two banks and is placed midway between the center of the die and the edges. A predriver is located in the center of the die to distribute the clock to the two main drivers. The clock skew was reduced by a factor of 2 using this approach (Fig. 17). In addition, by distributing the main clock driver over a larger area, the localized heating seen on the 21064 was reduced. The thermal image of the 21164 in Fig. 18 shows reduced temperature gradient.

As more aggressive circuit techniques and complex microarchitectural features were implemented in the 21264, power consumption became a major concern in designing the clocking system. A single wire global clock (GLK) is routed over the entire chip as a global timing reference. The GCLK drivers are distributed in a window pane pattern as shown in Fig. 13(c) to reduce clock grid RC delay and distribute clock power.

GCLK is the root of a hierarchy of thousands of buffered and conditioned local clocks used across the chip as shown in Fig. 19. There are several advantages to this clocking scheme. First, conditioning the local clocks saves power. Second, circuit designers can take advantage of multiple clocks. For example, a phase path can be extended by initiating it with GCLK and terminating it with a delayed section clock. This approach significantly complicates race and timing verification, which will be discussed later in this paper. Finally, using local buffering significantly lowers the GCLK load, which reduces GCLK skew. Extensive electrical analysis was performed on the clock distribution network. The GCLK skew is less than 75 ps as shown in Fig. 20.

C. Latch Design

Latch design is another important element of the microprocessor circuit design strategy [10]. In order to ensure proper operation across all operating conditions, clock and latch circuits cannot be designed independently. Each generation of the Alpha microprocessor has utilized latches with improved characteristics combined with the improvements to the clock distribution networks previously described.

The high clock frequencies and small number of gate delays available per cycle on Alpha implementations has made low-latency latch design essential. In addition to high speed, other primary goals in latch design are minimal area and clock loading, low power dissipation, and low setup and hold times. The capability of embedding a logic function directly in the latch also helps reduce the number of gate delays per cycle. The 21064 was Digital’s first microprocessor to use a two-phase, single wire-clocking scheme. This was a radical departure from the four-phase scheme that allowed for race-free design in previous versions of Digital’s microprocessors. This major change in design methodologies has required designers to develop new strategies to manage noise and race-through issues.
To reduce the chance of data race-through on the 21064, a variation of the true single-phase clocked (TSPC) level-sensitive latch developed by Svensson and Yuan was used [11], [12]. An example of this latch is shown in Fig. 21(a). These latches use the unbuffered main clock directly, significantly increasing race immunity. As long as the main clock edge rate is kept reasonably fast compared to the latch delay, there is little chance for data race-through. An additional benefit of this latch is that the first stage can incorporate a simple logic function. The combined delay of the high- and low-phase latches consumed about 25% of the cycle time.

One goal of the 21164 design was to increase the clock frequency by more than could be provided by process scaling. To accomplish this goal, the number of typical gate delays per cycle was reduced from 16 to 14. To offset the reduction in available gates per cycle, a lower latency latch was employed. Fig. 21(b) shows the basic dynamic CMOS transmission gate latch used on the 21164 [13]. This latch requires true and complementary clock signals, one of which is generated locally. The clock buffer for each latch type was custom designed so that its delay and edge rate characteristics could be tightly controlled. This additional buffer delays the clocking of the latch by one gate delay after the global clock transitions.

However, since the preceding latch opens with the global clock transition, the possibility of latch race-through is significantly increased. In order to minimize the possibility of data race-through with the use of these latches, at least one minimum logic delay element was required between all latches. This constraint was easily verified with a simple CAD tool.

Consistent with the previous latch family, simple logic elements were built into the input stage, thus lowering the overhead associated with the use two of these latches to
15% of the cycle time. In some instances, both inverters were replaced with logic gates, further reducing the latching overhead. Examples of embedded logic in the two latch families are shown in Fig. 22. It can be seen that the cost of latching in the 21164 could be reduced to a minimum of one pass transistor.

Again, a primary goal of the 21264 design was to further increase the clock frequency by more than the process scale factor. Additionally, the 21264 utilized many conditional clocks to reduce power, thus requiring a static latch design. A family of edge-triggered flip-flops, based on the dynamic flip-flop show in Fig. 21(c), was developed to simplify the timing and race issues that were exacerbated by the addition of conditional clocking. Despite reducing the cycle time, the latching overhead was kept constant by using a flip-flop-based design that required only one latching element per clock cycle. The change from level-sensitive to edge-triggered design techniques and the use of multiple clock buffers introduced a number of new timing issues to the design.

The capability of buffering and conditioning the main clock is possible as long as each circuit satisfies both its critical path and race requirements. The left example in Fig. 23 illustrates the use of two buffered section clocks, ECLK and FCLK, in a one-cycle path. The circuit on the right of the figure combines a buffered local clock and a conditioned local clock to define a one-phase path. For both examples, critical path and race analysis start with the identification of the common clock initiating both the receive and drive paths, denoted \( R \) and \( D \), respectively. Every critical path or race is defined by a plus the receiver setup time. In the examples, GCLK and FCLK are the respective common clocks. Critical path analysis verifies that the difference in delay between the drive path \( D \) plus the receiver setup time and the receive path \( R \) does not exceed the phase or cycle time of the common clock. For worst case analysis, effects that minimize \( R \) and maximize \( D \) are considered. The converse is true for races; effects that maximize \( R \) and minimize \( D \) are considered. When the ratio of delay of the drive path \( D \) to the receive path \( R \), including hold time, is equal to 1, the circuit is on the verge of failing. Ratios (denoted by \( X \)) exceeding 1 imply a margin that may be used to account for effects not included in the analysis. Given the clocking hierarchy and timing methodology used on the 21264, the ability to control and predict, in relative terms, the minimum and maximum path delays was essential in accurately predicting cycle time and ensuring functionality. Factors that could not be managed by the design were accounted for by additional margin.

V. CAD TOOLS AND VERIFICATION

Custom circuit techniques allow designers to build very high-speed circuits. However, the use of these custom circuits requires design expertise and detailed postlayout electrical verification. Commercially available EDA design systems and point CAD tools have very limited support for these techniques. Therefore, Digital developed an extensive suite of in-house CAD tools to facilitate the design of custom VLSI microprocessors. Internally developed CAD tools are used extensively in all phases of microprocessor design, from initial performance evaluation, through circuit implementation and final design verification. The internally developed CAD suite includes tools for schematic and layout entry, two-state and three-state logic simulation, RTL versus schematic equivalence checking, static timing analysis and race verification, parameter and netlist extraction, and electrical analysis and verification.

A. Electrical Verification

Electrical verification covers all circuit issues that are not related to logic functionality such as timing behavior, electrical hazards, and reliability. Electrical hazards result from noise sources interfering with the logical functions of the chip, and include charge sharing, interconnect capacitive and inductive coupling, power supply IR noise, and noise-induced minority-carrier charge injection [14]. Reliability checks include metal and via electromigration, transistor hot-carrier damage, ESD, and latch-up failure.

The primary goal of the electrical verification tools is to verify that all circuits conform to the project design methodology. The design methodology defines an acceptable set of circuit styles and sizing rules that, when followed, ensures functionality with minimal analysis. The methodology also forces a consistent design style to be used project-wide, which has the added benefit of simplifying CAD design. However, occasionally, there is a need to design circuits outside the methodology to meet performance or area goals. In these instances, additional manual verification is required to ensure functionality.
Detailed analysis requires complex models with many process and circuit variables. Many checks are complex and hard to define as procedures that can be completely automated. Exact chip-wide analysis is impractical; instead, the tools perform design filtering. The tools filter out all circuits that can easily be validated while identifying the small number of circuits that may have problems and require additional analysis. This approach focuses design attention on potential problem areas, and therefore helps improve overall design efficiency. The CAD tools perform over 100 unique electrical checks. Some of the major areas of focus are circuit topology violations, dynamic node checks, including charge sharing, noise margin checks, writeability checks, latch checks, beta ratio checks, gate fan-in and fan-out restrictions, transistor size and stack height limitations, max/min edge rates and delays, and power consumption. Some of the checks are applied to all circuit styles, while other checks are required for specific circuit types. The CAD tools require a large amount of design information to perform these checks, including electrical parameter extraction from layout, device electrical characteristics, relative circuit locations, timing information, and transistor connectivity.

B. Functional and Logical Verification

The functional complexity and time-to-market pressures of microprocessor design necessitated the development of an extensive functional verification strategy covering all phases of the design process from functional definition through manufacturing tests.

During the microarchitectural design phase of chip development, a two-state RTL behavioral model is the primary verification vehicle. This model provides a balance between design detail and simulation speed. The model is combined with abstract behavioral models of the other system components to verify correct operation of the processor in the system environment. Once logic design is complete, a two-state gate-level simulation model is extracted from the circuit schematics. This model is used to ensure that the schematics match the RTL model. Finally, to verify correct initialization of the circuits at power-up a three-state switch-level model is extracted from the circuit schematics.

A wide variety of simulation stimuli is used to verify the design, including hand-coded test patterns and randomly generated test patterns. Coverage analysis guides the verification process. Many of the manufacturing test patterns are derived from the simulation stimuli. Fault simulation is used to direct test enhancement.

VI. FUTURE CHALLENGES

As clock frequencies continue to increase with each new technology, many significant challenges are on the horizon. Power consumption has increased, despite voltage scaling, to the point of being a first-order concern. Designers must identify innovative solutions to lower power without significantly impacting performance. In addition, the distribution of a chipwide timing reference with extremely fast edge rates poses a significant challenge. The size and architectural complexity of the next generation microprocessor will require improved design and verification methodologies. Finally, designer productivity must increase significantly, requiring innovative CAD tools to meet time-to-market constraints.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has reviewed Digital’s approach to high-performance microprocessor design. Three generations of Alpha microprocessors have been designed and optimized for performance by focusing on high-speed design using fully custom circuit design techniques, incorporating state-of-the-art architectural features, and utilizing high-performance CMOS technology for fabrication. An extensive suite of in-house CAD tools is used to analyze complex electrical and logical behavior to ensure functionality. All three microprocessors booted multiple operating systems using first-pass silicon, validating the design and verification methodologies.
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